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Dear Readers,
this new issue of IEN Europe deals
with one of the most rapidly growing
industries: the Food and Beverage
industry. As a matter of fact, the global
food and beverage market has seen
healthy growth over the last ten years and
this is expected to continue. This kind of
industry refers to all companies involved
in processing raw food materials, packaging, and distributing them. This
includes fresh, prepared foods as well as packaged foods, and alcoholic and
nonalcoholic beverages. Any product meant for human consumption, aside
from pharmaceuticals, passes through this industry.
That is why it has acquired so much importance and
attention through the years; it has been more and
more optimized, automated and improved.
IEN Europe June/July offers you a detailed and
interesting overview of different product news and
applications from companies developing this industry
sector, hoping that you can find interesting aspects
for your daily job.
But obviously that’s not all! Besides our usual coverage
of product news, flipping through this issue’s pages you
will find a Predictive Maintenance/Analysis special
section, a focus on Sensor+Test, the leading forum for
sensors, measuring and testing technologies, and a
Hydraulics and Pneumatics special.
Next appointment is for September. In the meantime,
you can keep following us and being updated with the latest
news on www.ien.eu!

Cristian Son
Tel: +39 027030631
c.son@tim-europe.com

Digital File Requirements available at:
www.ien.eu/technical-guidelines/
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5
Advantech revealed its European growth strategy as it enters its next phase of IoT development. The
company is targeting revenues of €350m across Europe by 2025. Advantech is accelerating the deployment of branch locations throughout the region, to better leverage its 25 years of local industry
experience. A new co-creation model is also being adopted by the company to construct the Industrial
IoT (IIoT) ecosystem and strengthen the influence of vertical domains. This will culminate with an IoT
Co-Creation Summit scheduled for November 1-2, 2018 in Suzhou (China), where a new vision for the
next phase of IoT development will be mapped out along with industry partners. “Advantech’s brand
recognition in IoT and Industry 4.0 has grown significantly across Europe” said Hans-Peter Nüdling,
Associate Vice President eIoT. “The company opened a new European Service Center in Eindhoven recently. The completion of
this center is Advantech’s first step towards becoming Europe’s most comprehensive IoT solutions provider.” This expanded, smart
European HQ facility also includes a warehouse and production plant. The company employs some 400 people here in Europe and
has a strong presence in 10 European countries. A new branch location was opened in Stockholm last year.

First French Edition
of Fastener Fair

FLIR Systems Receive Innovation
Award for its OGI Cameras

This year, on November 28 and 29, FASTENER FAIR - the only
international exhibition in France dedicated to fastener and
fixing technology - will be playing host to stakeholders in the
market for screws, bolts and fastening systems in Paris.
FASTENER FAIR already enjoys a solid reputation internationally, boasting exhibitions in Germany, Italy, Turkey, the United
States, Mexico and India, and now, for the very first time, in
France. Over the course of 2 absorbing days, FASTENER FAIR
FRANCE will afford industry professionals a unique opportunity
to meet, discover globally significant innovations, and above
all, forge new business relationships. For its first edition in
France, FASTENER FAIR will bring together manufacturers, distributors, suppliers and end users of fastening and fixing systems and associated products and services. The exhibition is
aimed primarily at industrial stakeholders that require assembly and installation systems, fastener-manufacturing technologies, plant and storage equipment, and associated services. These requirements span a wide range of industries and
business sectors, including construction, car manufacturing,
aerospace, marine, electric and electronic equipment, civil engineering,
energy, communication
technology, metal products, furniture manufacturing, and plumbing and
sanitary equipment.

FLIR Systems received a Technology Innovation Award for its
Optical Gas Imaging (OGI) cameras, the GF320 and GFx320
at the recent Oil and Gas Methane Leadership Awards surrounding the Global Methane Forum in Toronto, Canada. The
award, given by the Center for Clean Air Policy, Clean Air
Task Force, Environmental Defence Canada, Environmental
Defense Fund, and the Pembina Institute, recognizes FLIR
for its leadership and innovation in the creation of gas detecting cameras that are used in the Oil and Gas industry
to identify and stop fugitive gas emissions. The FLIR GF320
and GFx320 allow oil and gas field personnel to visualize
and geotag fugitive methane emissions in a manner that is
compliant with the US EPA’s OOOOa methane rule. Using
these cameras, FLIR has enabled oil and gas industry clients around the world to survey oil and gas facilities up to
nine times faster than with traditional methods. In doing so,
FLIR’s technology has helped these companies reduce their
impact on the environment and made a positive impact on
their bottom line.

industrynews

Advantech’s Leap to the next IoT era

The Future for Grid Balancing
Treating 100,000 metric tons of hazardous waste at 1,200°C Veolia’s plant securely disposes of everything from laboratory waste, liquids and gases and contaminated electrical equipment. With the aim
of reducing the grid demand from local heavy industry and nearby towns, the company realised that
by introducing lithium-ion battery technology on the site it could lower demand on the local network.
The technology provides cost savings by charging the battery during low cost off-peak times and using
the stored electricity when peak electricity rates apply. Because of its unique reaction speed, and fast
acting controls, it provides continuous stability for the National Grid by adjusting power flows at each
millisecond to balance the surplus or lack of energy on the network. Based on the latest lithium-ion technology the battery
unit is capable of delivering 500kW/385kWh, equivalent to the energy required to power 1,000 homes or the output from
100,000 standard AA size batteries. It also provides a safeguard to the plant to maintain the essential load in the event of a
power outage, and has the potential to export power to the grid.
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focus Predictive Maintenance/Analysis

CLOSING COMMUNICATION GAPS

AUTOMATED RELUBRICATION

Enabling communication between OT and IT

Integrated sensors in linear recirculating ball bearing

HMS Industrial Networks now
introduces a new range of
Anybus .NET Bridges for
PROFIBUS, PROFINET,
EtherCAT and EtherNet/IP.
Bridging the gap between
Operational Technology (OT)
and IT, the .NET bridge family enables data from industrial
machinery to be presented to .NET-based IT applications. The result
is that .NET programmers can build a PC program which exchanges
live data with a PLC system — for statistics, analysis or
maintenance. The basic prerequisite for Industrial IoT is that IT
systems get access to data from industrial applications. However,
the fieldbus and industrial Ethernet networks of the factory floor
are designed for real-time communication - by default separated
from the IT-infrastructure. The Anybus .NET Bridges address this
situation by acting as translators between OT and IT — sending and
receiving data between the factory networks and IT platforms using
.NET as a framework. The communication is set up in a couple of
minutes and the .NET Bridges are therefore a very fast way to
realize IIoT. Thanks to the data bridging capabilities of the Anybus
.NET Bridges, IT systems get unprecedented access to real-time
data from the factory floor which enables predictive maintenance,
KPI-follow-up, machine analytics, data mining, big data
processing, production statistics and much more.

Schaeffler integrates sensors
and vibration analysis into its
linear guidance systems and
offers these mechatronic
components with automated
relubrication. DuraSense
provides each individual linear
axis with precisely the level of relubrication it needs based on its
loads and requirements. The electronic evaluation system allows
up to six carriages to be monitored on each axis. DuraSense reliably prevents both insufficient lubrication and overgreasing, which
extends machines' operating life and reduces the rate of failure.
DuraSense also reliably detects relubrication system failures, e.g.
due to defective lubrication units, leaking hoses, or blocked lubricating nipples. If a monorail guidance system is only subject to
short travel distances and low forces, DuraSense will trigger less
frequent lubricating impulses, which become more frequent as
load conditions increase. After linear recirculating ball/roller bearing and guideway assemblies have been in operation for a very
long time, material fatigue gradually occurs close to the surface.
The sensitive measuring system detects this condition and increases the frequency of the relubricating impulses to extend the
product life. The fact that the lubricating impulses are occurring at
shorter intervals serves as an indicator and starting point for a
prediction of the remaining useful life of the system.

55293 at www.ien.eu

55294 at www.ien.eu

MOTOR ANALYSIS BY APP

EDGE DIGITALISATION PLATFORM

Real-time monitoring of motors maximizes uptime

Adding Cloud Benefits to the Field Level

WEG has unveiled its brandnew Motor Scan product
targeted to deliver remote
monitoring of WEG Motors to
maximize uptime and enable
predictive maintenance. This
new technology allows
maintenance professionals to
make informed decisions
about the health of installed
motors and react accordingly
depending on the data captured. Available for frame sizes from 100
to 450, WEG's sensor measures the vibration and temperature of
motors to detect anomalies. Easily retrofitted via a mounting
clamp, the sensor tracks vibration, surface temperature as well as
running hours, and will provide data on speed, start/stop time,
load and efficiency via Bluetooth. For ease of use the captured data
is stored in the cloud and the user can use an App, available for
both iOS and Android devices, on their smartphone or tablet to
access it. Users can also access the data on laptops and desktops
via a dedicated web portal. Powerful analytics help to process the
data and predict pending failures or hidden problems based on
frequency spectrum analysis. Warning levels are pre-set based on
acceptable baselines of temperature/ vibration and software is
able to plot performance curves with the captured data.

Siemens is introducing a digitalization platform to the market in
the form of Siemens Industrial
Edge: This extends automation
devices by providing data processing at machine level and by
bringing highly developed analysis technology and the intelligence
of Edge Computing to the manufacturing area in a secure way.
Industrial Edge offers users the possibility of executing a range of
descriptive, diagnostic, predictive and prescriptive analytical applications. This allows cloud connectivity (data to cloud) to be used in
combination with Edge Apps from Siemens, third party providers or
end users themselves in an integrated hardware and software
ecosystem (Edge App to Device) for automation components. With
Industrial Edge, Siemens is offering users the chance to close the
gap between classic, local data processing and cloud-based data
processing to suit individual requirements. Edge Computing allows
large volumes of data to be processed locally. To this end, Siemens
is releasing a broad spectrum of applications to users, including
data processing, data visualization via webservers, data transfer to
the cloud or IT infrastructures, and quick innovation cycles in the
development of apps. Edge Apps for Siemens Industrial Edge are
available from Siemens as well as third-party providers. In addition,
it will also be possible for users to develop their own Edge Apps
tailored to individual requirements.

55295 at www.ien.eu

55296 at www.ien.eu
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54689 at www.ien.eu
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focus Predictive Maintenance/Analysis

Process Optimization
and Reliability
BAUDIS IoT: an intelligent system for predictive maintenance
and process optimization
In the context of its Industry 4.0 solution, the
drive and automation specialist Baumüller
has developed a tool that can be operated via
the cloud or local predictive maintenance or
that can be used to determine potential for
process optimization.
The task of BAUDIS IoT is to collect, analyze
and communicate data. The software either
runs as an integrated version e.g. on an industrial PC or on the retrofittable BAUDIS IoT
box. The interface of choice for transmitting
data to the cloud at Baumüller is OPA UA, but
other interfaces can be chosen.
BAUDIS IoT is designed for two application
scenarios: one for reducing downtimes from
unplanned service cases and one for optimiz-

ing process and machine utilization. Data is
recorded by local sensors e.g. on the drive or
also via access on other electrical or mechanical components.
Optimizing Processes
Relationships in the production process can
be detected and evaluated through the continuous acquisition of data. This makes it possible, for example, to determine reasons for
idle times and thus to improve the machine
utilization. Data from several production
lines, even globally, can be compared and
thus standardizations can be made possible.
All data can be prepared for communication
to different user levels, from management
to machine operator, customized in terms of
representation and scope.

Improving Service
The second major strength of BAUDIS IoT
is that service can be planned. Due to the
continuous collection of data from the process or the drive system BAUDIS IoT enables an early warning regarding possible
problems, such as bearing damage. In this
way, maintenance intervals and service capacities can be planned in the long term
and unexpected failures can be avoided.
By monitoring data, such as regarding vibrations and machine utilization, the wear
reserve of the monitored components can
be largely completely utilized.
In the Cloud or Locally
All data recorded via sensors or directly in
the drive can be collected, analyzed and
stored directly by the operator, or for example can be transmitted through the cloud to
the service provider or the company headquarters. The algorithms on which the data
analysis is based can be constantly updated
in the cloud.
Advantages
BAUDIS IoT is therefore ideal for both greenfield and brownfield systems. The system is
either based on software on an industrial PC
or the BAUDIS IoT box, which is a retrofittable hardware component. The system can
be used independently of the manufacturer
of the automation components and the
sensors. When analyzing the data through
the cloud, the latest algorithms are always
available and the system constantly becomes more intelligent.
55313 at www.ien.eu
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white papers
Which Lithium-Battery Fits in my Project?
Wireless, IoT (Internet of Things) and data collection in general have changed the duty requirements for the once upon a time RTC (Real Time
Clock) / SRAM (Static Random Access Memory)
dedicated back-up battery in recent years. Although operating voltage ranges got as low as
1.0V because of low voltage ICs and other components, the overall load increases multi-fold
due to Rx/Tx-functionality and an increase in
operation frequency. Low voltage operation has
also made applications go wireless which were
tethered before, making installations cost-effective, but the requirements for battery capacity
to increase. The application environments also
became more demanding as sensing technology literally advanced deeper than before.
One main characteristic of the new bouquet of applications is that the Lithium battery became the mission critical component. It is time therefore to review the characteristics of
the main actors. This new Panasonic white paper is not an application or design-in guide
for Lithium batteries. It is meant to give an overview about some of the main chemistries
currently available on the market and their general abilities to cope with loads and application demands. Some fundamental reactions and safety concerns will be addressed.

SAFETY?
THAT’S OUR
TOP PRIORITY!

Insert 55315
to read the full version
on www.ien.eu
Fieldbus Testing
With Online Physical Layer Diagnostics

THE NEW
JDN MINI.
TOP HSE.

Installation and wiring work for today’s fieldbus
installations in process automation, FOUNDATION
Fieldbus H1 and PROFIBUS PA, currently requires tedious manual and typically incomplete methods for
checkout and validation. New online advanced physical layer diagnostic systems automate construction
and pre-commission test and report generation,
up to the point of loop checkout. Fully automated
fieldbus test methodology realizes better installation quality and time savings. This paper describes
a newly revised, significantly shortened and vastly
simplified test procedure applicable to fieldbus systems. Additional guidelines for troubleshooting that
is described herein will further enhance commissioning and testing work. The white paper, prepared
by Fieldbus specialists from Pepperl+Fuchs, shows a
case study, comparing the new working procedure to existing technologies and procedures and shows the savings potential, which expresses itself in a reduction in commissioning time.

002_009_IEN_June July_2018.indd 9

Scan
this Ad
Experience the
JDN Mini in 3D

The new JDN Mini is the best in class
when it comes to operational safety.
With features such as its new redundant fall support, the only one of its
kind worldwide, and newly developed
limit stops. newgreatmini.com
54026 at www.ien.eu
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focus Sensor+Test

High-precision Test Stand
Torque Measurements
To provide high-precision, simple torque measurements on the test stand, MANNER
has developed the XTREMA TORQUE sensor
Test stand operation for the testing of
combustion engines, hybrid and electric
motors requires high-precision measuring
equipment. Friction power measurements
in particular place very high demands on
the measuring equipment. In order to meet
these demands, the transducer has a standard accuracy class of 0.05. Particular emphasis has been placed on the robustness of
the measuring equipment.
For nominal speeds up 24,000 rpm
The new XTREMA TORQUE series by MANNER has been specially designed as a short
type with low rotor weight and mass moments of inertia. This is particularly important for electric motor test stands with

nominal speeds of up to 24,000 min-1, especially given that these speed requirements
must be expected to rise even further. This
provides the test stand operator with an optimal set-up for future demands.
The high nominal speeds of up to 24,000
min-1 are no challenge for the XTREMA
Torque design. It uses a DIN flange pattern
that is compatible with HBM torque sensors and allows for easy integration into
both new and already-built test stands with
existing infrastructure. The large distance
between rotor and stator of up to 10 mm
is particularly noteworthy. In combination with the protruding pick-up, it affords
strong protection against damage in case
of bearing damage, as well as great ease of

installation. Even lack of precision during
assembly will not affect the transmission
quality.
High temperature version for up to 160°C
The optional hollow shaft supports complex
test stand set-ups. Oil supply at the centre
or actuator systems are not a problem. The
series includes the following ranges: 200
Nm; 500 Nm; 1 kNm; 2 kNm; 3 kNm; 5 kNm
and 10 kNm. Another special feature of our
solution is the optional high temperature
resistance of the measuring flange of up to
160°C and the optional protection rating
IP67. This also ensures a high fatigue limit.
The XTREMA TORQUE sensor includes a
stator pick-up unit with built-in evaluation
electronics, which provides the torque sensor with inductive feed and stands out for
its compact design. With this design type,
the interfaces for frequency output (F= 10
+-5kHz) and voltage outputs U= 0 +-10 V
are available as standard. The system runs
absolutely maintenance-free.
With the optional version (separate stator),
the evaluation unit may be installed inside
the control cabinet. This allows for the operation of the XTREMA Torque measuring
flange and the pick-up at higher ambient
temperatures in the range between -40°C
and +160°C and with oil immersion. The
associated tube design evaluation unit
can output the classic analog signals at
0.. ±10V / 4..20mA or use the frequency
output, but it also supports the output of
digital signals via EtherCAT, CAN, Ethernet,
EtherCAT or USB.
55313 at www.ien.eu
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For acceleration and temperature

AMSYS presents the
HTU (F) 3500 analog
humidity sensors in a
small plug and play
plastic housing (27 x
12 x 7 mm³). Extensive environmental tests confirm the almost
universal suitability of these sensors. The
humidity sensors HTU (F) 3500 consist of a
capacitive measuring cell, an integrated
temperature sensor and an integrated
circuit (ASIC). This ASIC allows the conversion of the capacitive signal into a DC
voltage and digitizes the signal in an internal ADC. In addition, the temperature is
measured with help of an NTC, recorded
and digitized for temperature compensation. In a DAC, the digital pressure values
are converted back into analog values after
the calibration and are then available at the
output. The 4-digit mV values for the
humidity and the 6-digit resistance values
for the temperature can be easily converted
into the relative humidity (% R.H.) and to
the temperature (° C) via a look-up table

The MSR 175
transportation data
logger continuously
records what
happens to your
goods during transportation. The measured
data is analysed by means of the "MSR
ShockViewer" PC software - be it for the
purpose of documentation, damage investigation or optimising transport packaging
and transportation routes. The two 3-axis
acceleration sensors (± 15 g and ± 100 g)
integrated in the MSR175 record critical
events, as shocks and knocks, at a fixed
measurement frequency of up to 6400/s.
The transportation data logger has a memory capacity of over two million stored measured values, which is sufficient for recording up to 1,000 shocks. Furthermore, the
MSR175 records temperature profiles from
-20° to +65 °C. A second model version of
this data logger is additionally equipped
with internal humidity, pressure and light
sensors. The measured data can be quickly
transferred to a computer via the USB port.
55318 at www.ien.eu

MAG METER FLOW SENSOR

MINIATURE MEASUREMENT

Wear-free measurement of liquids

High-resolution magnetic encoder

The VMZ magnetic
inductive flow
sensor from SIKA
stands out with its
innovative, costeffective design
and its unique
technical features.
Specifically designed for OEM applications,
it uses plastic components to deliver excellent value for money. Impressive features of
the revolutionary flow sensor include an
unobstructed pipe cross section with no
projecting parts to avoid additional pressure
drop. Only a short upstream section is
required, making compact installation
possible. The VMZ is unaffected by changes
in viscosity, density, pressure or temperature. The use of plastic components means
that the new flow sensor is both light and
compact, making it ideal for use in mobile
applications. The flow sensor is used with
conductive liquids, particularly in places
where flow sensors with moving parts
cannot be used due to clogging of media.

BOGEN Electronic has been
introducing a new encoder
for magnetic absolute
measurements, the AKP18.
The AKP18 impresses with
its extremely small size:
With a length of 22 mm, a
width of 6 mm and a height
of 3 mm, it can be implemented in the smallest
installation spaces. The absolute resolution
is 18 to 20 bits. When using the BISS-C
output configuration it allows the connection of up to 8 encoders in a daisy chain
format. Due to the small size, higher
resolution and accuracy of the AKP18, the
previous design possibilities are expanding,
especially for robot manufacturers. For
example, the use of rotary scales of less
than 13 mm at a resolution of 18 bits is
possible. At the same time there is the
possibility of a through hole configuration
for cables and other components. In order
to complete the measuring system
optimally, both linear and rotary scales.

55319 at www.ien.eu
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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There’s no two ways about it: our
non-contact infrared thermometers
can measure temperature in ranges
from –50 °C all the way up to +3000 °C.

55317 at www.ien.eu

Also interested in really fast, rugged, light,
accurate, configurable and inexpensive
pyrometer models? Or in infrared cameras?
Visit www.optris.global

TRANSPORT DATA LOGGER

Versatile plug and play modules

Hot.

ANALOG HUMIDITY SENSORS

Innovative Infrared
Technology
54665 at www.ien.eu
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PRECISE PRESSURE TRANSMITTER

ULTRAMINIATURE IEPE ACCELEROMETER

Small design for demanding applications

Hermetically sealed with low outgassing

In the ATM.mini, STS is bringing an
innovative pressure transmitter for
demanding tasks in Test & Measurement applications to the market. This
new precision pressure transmitter
packs the most modern technology
within a highly-rugged miniature
housing. Developers will thus be
receiving a high-precision measurement instrument, which, at only 40
grams in weight and a size of just 17.5
x49 millimeters, holds great promise
for new application options. The
intent is that mounting, even upon small and twisty components,
no longer becomes an issue. But not only its dimensions are
persuasive. The technical data also does justice to the highest of
requirements. The ATM.mini reliably displays pressure ranges from
0 ...1 bar to 0 ... 100 bar, with a measuring accuracy of 0.5% total
error band, and does so over a temperature range spanning -40 to
125° Celsius. It is upon this precision that developers can also rely,
even under longer-term testing conditions. The measuring cell and
pressure port, like other pressure transmitters of the ATM family,
are welded together. Through this elastomer-free option on
sealing, its deployment in aggressive media, such as diesel or
gasoline, becomes possible without any further ado.

The Dytran Series 3133D,
distributed by disynet is
characterized by its miniature
size 6.1mm x 6.1mm x 5.9mm)
which allows it to be mounted
in spaces that are inaccessible
to other types of triaxial accelerometers. It features a hermetically sealed titanium case
to aid in moisture resistance
and weighs only 0.8 grams. The
series is offered with a sensitivity that ranges from 0.25mV/g to
10mV/g and utilizes adhesive mounting capabilities. It features a
permanently attached 3 ft. long coaxial cable with a 4-pin connector and is designed to mate with several models of extension
cables for connection to IEPE power sources. In each of the three
orthogonal axes, the instruments generate an electrostatic charge
mode signal by stressing a "planar shear" type of self generating
crystal element. This series has very low mass and high crystal
stiffness which allows the accelerometers to have a resonant
frequency greater than 27 kHz. As a result, it can be used to
measure high frequency vibrations with very little error. A TEDS
version of this series is also available. The components (adhesives,
cables, ...) of the sensor - especially for use in the aerospace
industry - were designed for low outgassing behavior.

55321 at www.ien.eu

55322 at www.ien.eu

COMPACT PROCESS CONTROLLERS

CO2 AND RH/T SENSOR MODULE

Intuitive operation and large functional range

With automatic compensation of long-term drifts

The JUMO controller family
has been expanded to include
a particularly powerful new
product in the form of the
JUMO diraTRON. The series
comprises five configurable,
universally usable compact
controllers in various DIN formats to control temperature, pressure,
and other process variables. Depending on the hardware design,
the devices can be used as two-state controllers, three-state
controllers, three-step controllers, or continuous controllers. The
devices are characterized by a simple, clearly structured operation
supported with texts. Process values and parameters are shown by
two 18-segment LCD displays. Individual models are additionally
equipped with a pixel matrix LCD display for displaying text and
process information. In addition, all devices have individual display
elements for the switch positions of the digital outputs. The basic
type includes a ramp function, autotuning, a program controller,
limit value monitoring functions, binary functions, extensive timer
functions, and a service counter. Four digital control signals
enhance the flexibility in the basic type. Furthermore, four
configurable math and logic formulas as well as project planning
via the programming language ST code (structured text) are
available to users for more complex applications and for creating
their own applications.

Sensirion presents the SCD30 a humidity, temperature and
carbon dioxide concentration
sensor. CMOSens Technology for
IR detection enables highly
accurate carbon dioxide measurement at a competitive
price. Along with the NDIR
measurement technology
for CO2 detection humidity and
temperature sensor is also integrated on the same sensor module.
Ambient humidity and temperature can be outputted by Sensirion's
algorithm expertise through modeling and compensating of external heat sources without the requirement for any additional components. Thanks to the dual-channel principle for the measurement
of carbon dioxide concentration, the sensor compensates for
long-term drifts automatically by design. The very small module
height allows easy integration into different applications. Carbon
dioxide is a key indicator of indoor air quality. Thanks to new
energy standards and better insulation, houses have be-come
increasingly energy efficient, but the air quality can deteriorate
rapidly. Active ventilation is needed to maintain a comfortable and
healthy indoor environment, and to improve the well-being and
productivity of the inhabitants. Sensirion's SCD30 offers accurate
and stable CO2, temperature and humidity monitoring.

55323 at www.ien.eu

55324 at www.ien.eu
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WHEEL TELEMETRY FOR BRAKE TEMPERATURE

SPECIAL STRAIN GAUGES

Wireless measurement on vehicles with CAN interface

For temperature ranges up to 350 °C

CAEMAX has developed a
new system for wireless
temperature measurement on
vehicle wheels. The system is
based on CAEMAX Dx
telemetry and measures up to
four thermocouples on one
wheel. With a sampling rate
of 200 Hz, even highly
dynamic temperature
gradients can be precisely examined during brake tests. A robust
housing (IP67) reliably protects against wind and weather. Using a
mounting plate, the telemetry unit can be attached quickly and
securely to the vehicle's wheel bolts, thus ensuring that nothing
stands in the way of even the toughest applications on the test
track. Thanks to a powerful rechargeable battery, up to 50 hours of
operation with only one charge is possible. All measurement
signals are digitized directly on the wheel in the transmitter
electronics and transmitted telemetrically via mirror antennas to
the receiver unit inside the vehicle. Up to four wheels (transmitter
units) can be acquired synchronously with only one receiver. In
addition, a convenient system check with remote-controlled
encoder breakage detection is available. Additional channels, such
as battery voltage and internal housing temperature, make it easier
to constantly monitor the transmitters.

HBM expands its range of
strain gauges with the KFU
series, which can be used at
extremely high temperatures
up to +350 °C. The KFU strain
gauges are shipped with 1 m
long cables and are protected
against high temperatures.
They are available in grid
lengths of 2 mm and 5 mm as well as in different versions, such as
linear, T (with two measuring grids) or R (with three measuring
grids) rosettes, depending on the application's requirements.
Additionally, the KFU strain gauges are available with temperature
responses matched to steel, austenitic steel, and aluminum. For
strain measurements in autoclaves or environments with steam.
Typical applications include strain measurements in autoclaves or
environments with steam. The strain gauges can be used at high
temperatures for specified durations; at 350 °C they can be used
for 72 hours or at 30 0 °C for 360 hours. The series KFU strain
gauges are the first products manufactured by HBM in collaboration with the Japanese manufacturer Kyowa Electronic Instruments, and HBM has added this series to its standard range of
products. This cooperation of two technology leaders enabled HBM
to complement its range of products with additional, fascinating
sensors and offer these to clients in future.

55325 at www.ien.eu

55326 at www.ien.eu

DYNAMIC INCLINOMETER
CANopen Safety interface and gyroscope sensor included
TWK has developed a new
generation of inclinometers.
They measure more precisely
and faster than before, and are
insensitive to interfering
acceleration and lateral
inclination excursion. These
sensors are highly suitable for
applications with dynamic requirements in which precise inclination angles nevertheless have to be registered and transferred to a
control system. This improved performance is enabled by extending
the original acceleration sensor with a yaw rate sensor, also known
as a gyroscope, and skilfully combining the measurement signals
to form a corrected output signal that precisely indicates the
measured angle. Both sensor types are based on MEMS technology.
The measured variables of the original acceleration sensor and the
gyroscope are merged and processed by adding a Kalman filter.
Unlike the acceleration sensor, the yaw rate sensor does not react
to linear interfering acceleration but only to changes in the inclination angle. The sensors have an operating temperature range of
-40° to +85°C, and measure inclination angles of up to ±100° with
a resolution of 0.01° and an accuracy of ±0.2°. Measurement can
be carried out on one or two axes. With its protection class of IP67,
the stable aluminium housing also withstands harsh environmental
conditions with ease. Protection classes up to IP69K are possible.
55327 at www.ien.eu
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SyStem-baSed
high preciSion

+ Configurators
+ 3D CAD models

More than 12,000 standard parts and the skills needed to
produce and deliver them quickly and in top quality. That
is why we are the ideal partner for everyone who needs
reliable linking elements – whether in small, medium or
large runs. Find out what we can do for you!
mbo osswald gmbh & co Kg
D-97900 Kuelsheim-Steinbach
Tel +49 9345 670-0
info@mbo-osswald.de
www.mbo-osswald.com

Systematic solutions for
linking technology

55330 at www.ien.eu
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RIGID COUPLINGS FOR MIXERS

industry special 15
NON-INVASIVE PFA ULTRASONIC FLOWMETER

Available in steel, stainless steel and aluminum

Preserves process integrity and cleanliness

Ruland manufactures straight
bore rigid couplings with
precision honed bores. Honing
ensures collinearity and
reduces the likelihood of the
coupling introducing
misalignment into the system.
All clamp type hardware is
supplied with proprietary Nypatch anti-vibration coating. Nypatch
is a 360-degree nylon-based coating applied around several
threads of the screw. It provides for even seating of the screw,
prevents galling, and allows for repeated screw installations.
Nypatch saves end users considerable time in assembly as no
additional screw treatment is necessary. Ruland rigid couplings are
available in a variety of materials for mixers including 1215
lead-free steel, 303 and 316 stainless steel, and aluminum. Steel is
the most common and available with a proprietary black oxide
finish for smooth screw installation and a fine glossy finish. It is
well suited for most industrial applications such as large volume
paint mixers. Stainless steel types are used in food and high
corrosion chemical mixing applications. The grade of stainless used
is largely determined by the corrosiveness of the environment and
regulatory requirements. Ruland uses hardware of like material to
ensure consistent corrosion resistance. Aluminum is not commonly
used, however could be desirable if low inertia is required.

Titan Enterprises announces
MetraFlow®, a new
ultrasonic flowmeter that
incorporates a chemically
resistant Perfluoralkoxy
Alkane (PFA) tube onto
which are mounted high
sensitivity ultrasonic
sensors. There are no dead areas, changes in fluid direction or
obstructions, just a tube. As a result - MetraFlow can make
non-intrusive flow measurements preserving the cleanliness of
your process. Applications including drug production, electronic
device creation, medical research and food manufacture, require
that a flowmeter has no inclusions or dead areas as this can lead to
contamination issues for the liquids used in these processes.
Drawing upon Titan's proprietary highly accurate, ultrasonic time of
flight algorithms enables MetraFlow® to give a wide operating flow
range with an accuracy of ±0.5% FSD or up to ±1% of reading over
the 50:1 flow range. Two versions of the MetraFlow® ultrasonic
flowmeter are available covering flow ranges of 20 to 1000ml/min
(1/8-inch tube) and 100 to 5000 ml/min (¼-inch tube). USB
interconnectivity makes the flowmeter easy to set-up and use
whether you wish to use digital or analogue outputs or both. The
local display gives rate and total as well as annunciators for units
and time base.

55282 at www.ien.eu

55283 at www.ien.eu

LUBE-FREE CHAINS
For applications including food safe options

FANDIS’ FF SERIES OF FILTER FANS

Tsubaki offers lube-free
chain. Its Lambda chains
were the first in the industry
to use oil-impregnated
sintered bushes and have
become the de-facto chain
choice for many
applications, including
extreme temperature
versions and food safe options with a food grade lubricant supplied
as standard. Lambda also runs clean thus reducing the risk of
contaminating products, machines, work space areas etc. Further
the detailed design of the chains components makes assembly and
disassembly simple and fast, so that machine stoppages are
minimised. Importantly Lambda is interchangeable with many
other chain types; thus machinery can benefit from a significant
upgrade in performance simply by changing to Lambda. Chain is
often required to perform in extreme environments and Tsubaki has
addressed this by developing Neptune. All Neptune components,
link plates, bushes and bearing pins have undergone a special
surface treatment process that creates two layers of protection for
maximum resistance against acids, alkalines, other harsh
chemicals, seawater, acid rain and adverse environmental and
climatic conditions. The surface treatment also protects Neptune
chain's rollers against contact wear and damage.

provide a cost-effective solution for cooling enclosures
with filtered ambient air.

55284 at www.ien.eu
FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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• Industrial standard AC and DC voltages and sizes
• Screw-less connections
• Tool-less mounting system
• Available IP55, Type 3R and EMI/RFI variations
• Stainless steel cover (AISI 304) for food & beverage

Follow us on:

54476 at www.ien.eu
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True Color Recognition Sensors
The high precision sensors recognize any color whether it is for painting
technology, automation systems, medical packaging, quality control,
surface-labelling, and printing technology tasks
The new colorSENSOR CFO200 takes the
powerful True Color recognition sensors of
the CFO series to a new performance level.
The new model is distinguished by its increased precision, speed, light power, color
memory and additional connections.
With a measurement frequency of 20kHz,
320 colors in 254 color groups can be detected to the highest color accuracy. In
addition, the innovative web interface provides ease of use.

New CFO200 colorSENSOR model
Micro-Epsilon’s color sensor range has been
extended with the new CFO200 colorSENSOR model, which with a measurement frequency of 20kHz, is ideally suited to dynamic
measurement tasks. Furthermore, 220 lumen
produces enormous light power. In addition,
8 digital outputs are available. Due to the excellent repeatability of ΔE ≥ 0.3, the finest of
color graduations can be recognized reliably.
Even dark colors such as black, gray and dark

blue can be distinguished, e.g. when measuring the gray shades of concrete blocks and
paving stones. In the automotive industry,
the color sensor determines the color change
during galvanization in order to stop the machine when the set point value is achieved.
The CFO200 is also used to distinguish materials and coatings, as the sensor also reliably
recognizes minor color deviations, e.g. from
stainless steel and zinc to brass and gold.
Main features and benefits
The high precision CFO100 and CFO200 True
Color sensors recognize any color whether it
is for painting technology, automation systems, medical packaging, quality control, surface-labelling, and printing technology tasks.
The sensors can now be accessed using the
innovative web interface from Micro-Epsilon
which provides ease of use. Connected to a
PC, the user benefits from graphic queries of
sensor data and numerous convenient settings. Furthermore, the sensor can be adapted
to suit different color groups and tolerance
spaces for each color. Teach-in of colors can
be carried out via web interface. Recording
color values and control of the production
systems is possible due to the Ethernet interface, which enables integration into modern
industrial environments. Illumination and
measurement are provided via an optical fiber
that involves several advantages. The sensor
is ideal for restricted areas as the sensor head
requires a minimum of space. Furthermore, a
large number of sensor heads fulfill the requirements of various measurement tasks
and customer-specific adaptions.
55278 at www.ien.eu
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Hygienic Thermometer
The new iTHERM TrustSens offers a high degree
of process reliability and system availability
Endress+Hauser’s Heartbeat Technology
breathes life into your measurement instruments, supplying diagnostics, verifying performance and monitoring process data to
help you develop the right predictive maintenance and process optimization strategies.
Ready for digitalization
Together with customers and technology
partners, Endress+Hauser is striving to tap
into the new value chain opportunities made
available by the Industrial Internet of Things

(IIoT). The People for Process Automation help
plant operators utilize process and instrument
data in order to increase system availability,
reliability and efficiency.
iTHERM TrustSens hygienic thermometer
The new iTHERM TrustSens hygienic thermometer is designed for the life sciences, biotechnology and food & beverage industries. For users who require full compliance with FDA and
GMP regulations, iTHERM TrustSens offers a
high degree of process reliability and system

availability thanks to permanent inline selfcalibration, thus eliminating the risk of nonconformities during production.
Simply reliable
As a leading provider of technology for system
and process reliability for more than 65 years,
Endress+Hauser helps its customers to deal
with the most demanding safety requirements.
Users can rely on the company’s know-how and
extensive expertise throughout the entire safety
life cycle in the areas of explosion protection,
functional safety and overflow protection in line
with the German Water Resources Act (WHG)
and the EU Pressure Equipment Directive (PED).
55279 at www.ien.eu

INNOVATIVE SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS
+made by LAPP.

54322 at www.ien.eu

We have the connection you need. LAPP is a leading systems provider that develops, manufactures and
delivers connection solutions for the world of cable technology. Whether for Industry 4.0 applications,
automation, mechanical and plant engineering, power supplies, mobility, or the food and beverages
industry – with its 17 manufacturing locations on four continents and sales representatives in some 140
countries, LAPP is right there on the spot to provide you with its expert advice and tailor-made products.
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Planning Production
in the Food Industry
Jasper Boudewijns, account manager and industrial automation specialist
at Novotek, looks at the value of digital scheduling in meeting increased demand
One of the biggest challenges for food manufacturers is keeping up with new trends.
While edible algae is unlikely to catch on, despite the efforts of some health bloggers, the
demand for plant-based, high-protein foods is
one example of how consumer trends affect
food production. Here, Jasper Boudewijns, account manager and industrial automation
specialist at Novotek, looks at the value of
digital scheduling in meeting increased demand. Whenever a new trend comes along
in the food industry, customer demand peaks
quickly and manufacturers must adapt rapidly. This often means modifying recipes,
recalibrating system settings and adjusting
the production schedule. However, the plant
manager still has the same facilities and
manpower. This makes adapting to demand a
challenge and often creates problems.

Plants must operate at optimum efficiency,
with minimal downtime to ensure that the
production can meet the output required by
the customer. Production needs to be closely
monitored and scheduled, otherwise the required amount of product will simply not be
produced. Currently, many plant managers
use Excel spreadsheets to schedule production. However, with increased digitalisation
across the whole plant, it seems illogical to
base the production schedules on a manually created process that is open to human
error and takes up valuable time. Managing
production schedules is almost like a puzzle.
The plant manager must decide which product should be produced first and how much
of each product to manufacture to meet the
customer’s needs. While it could take the operator an hour to go through the different pos-

sibilities for production scheduling to find the
optimum output, some production scheduling
tools can work through the different options
within a minute. By using a digital scheduling
tool, not only will the plant manager reduce
the time taken to work out a schedule for the
plant’s production, they will have a better
overview of the plant.
Visualisation
GE’s ROB-EX production scheduling tool has
a visually simple dashboard that allows the
involved managers to visualise the different
production routes, stages in production, the
workload and material consumption. Visual
aids, such as different colours for different
statuses, helps management to have a better understanding at a glance of how they are
producing, which choices they should make
and what is going on in the plant. A scheduling tool like this should be connected with
the enterprise resource planning (ERP) or supply chain management (SCM) system. ROBEX has standard connectors for major ERP
and SCM suppliers such as VISMA and SAP,
so it can be easily integrated into an existing
system, rather than creating additional workload for management. The scheduling tool
allows plant managers to generate possibilities about what production needs to be take
place and what materials are needed for the
processes. This allows production to be managed in the most resource and time efficient
manner.
Downtime
Downtime is a big problem in the food industry and even more so for manufacturers that are under increased pressure to
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Exclusive article

produce products to tight deadlines. Any
bottlenecks in production due to missing
materials or poorly planned schedules can
lead to the food manufacturer failing to
meet the customer’s deadline. An effective
scheduling tool will immediately show any
bottlenecks in resources, capacity or raw
material. This should then be actionable
data for the plant manager, who is able
to optimize their production plan continuously, rather than acting reactively after the
production has stopped.
Contamination
As anyone involved in the food production
industry will know, contamination is a serious concern. Nuts, for example, have been
identified by the EU as one of the most common ingredients causing food allergies and
intolerances. Production therefore needs to
be planned carefully to allow for the deep
cleaning procedures to take place between
the production of nut based products and nut
free products. While it can be difficult for the
operator to balance the production schedule
with concerns about contamination, a scheduling tool can take heed of the allergens
contained within different products. It will
then schedule production with this in mind.
For example, products containing peanuts
would be produced at the end of a shift pattern, allowing production to stop as scheduled for the cleaning to take place, rather
than having to stop production to clean in
the middle of a shift. Production schedules
are quite difficult to manage because of the
huge amounts of products that often need to
be produced, combined with the fluctuating
demand and short lead times.

Vegetarian demand
Novotek has recently worked with one of the
Netherland’s largest producers of vegetarian meat. The meat substitutes market is projected to grow at 6.8 per cent annually and
reach $6.3 billion in 2023, so demand is high
in this industry. Interest was also sparked recently when the French Government banned
the use of phrases such as vegetarian sausages
or vegetarian burgers to describe meat substitute products. This also increased production
for Novotek’s customer by 25 per cent. The
company recently invested in the ROB-EX
scheduling tool to help their growth of up to
10 to 20 per cent every year. The company is
having to produce a greater variety and volume
of products with the same amount of people
and equipment as before. The manufacturer
therefore approached Novotek with the need
to streamline its processes. While they were
unsure as to what tool would help them do
this, Novotek consulted with senior leaders
from the plant to identify that a planning and
scheduling tool would help them to achieve
their goals. For this company, investing in a
scheduling tool was relatively inexpensive
and could be easily integrated with their existing IT- and forecasting systems. However,
it allowed them to move away from manually
planning production on a spreadsheet, to a

FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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better managed automated system. The system proposes the ideal production schedule
from which the planner easily can choose. This
removed the need to manually decide what to
produce at what time. This increased efficiency
and reduced downtime will allow the company
to meet the needs of its customers in line with
the growth of the vegetarian food market. This
is just one example of a customer in a growing
sector of the food industry where a scheduling
tool allows them to better manage production
to meet their customer’s targets. While growth
in a market can be an opportunity for food
manufacturers, if they are using old, manual
systems, it can put too much pressure on planners and operators and lead to mistakes in
planning production. By automating scheduling, plant managers can ensure that their production is planned correctly, and any potential
issues are resolved before they arise. Edible
algae is one trend that we wouldn’t have predicted several years ago, so we can only predict what the new food trends will be in years
to come. With this in mind, plant managers
should consider whether their current production scheduling system is up to task, and if an
automated system would allow them to cope
with a sudden increase in demand.
55308 at www.ien.eu
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Stainless Drives Take Over
at Fish Processing Plant
Van Der Lee Seafish has chosen the AsepticDrive from Bauer Gear Motor,
which offers a hygienic design with smooth surfaces and no cooling fins,
preventing the accumulation of bacteria
The fish processing lines can be
reconfigured for different products

Creating a reliable, efficient and robust processing line for a hygienic
environment that can also operate
at -43 °C (-45 °F) is no simple task.
The solution for one leading international fish supplier came from Bauer
Gear Motor, which has supplied the
latest stainless-steel gear motors for
use throughout the company's facility in Urk, Netherlands.
Designs for hygienic applications
Van Der Lee Seafish processes approximately 200 tonnes of fresh fish
every week and every last product is
moved through the sorting, filleting, breading,
freezing and packaging processes by conveyors.
The drives for these conveyors must be able to
meet the strict hygiene requirements of the
food industry as well as offering a host of other
features. In an effort to standardise the equipment on the production lines, the company
was introduced to Bauer's gear motor concept,
which would allow a single product line to be
used throughout the factory. The AsepticDrive
from Bauer Gear Motor, which is part of Altra Industrial Motion Corporation, offered a hygienic
design with smooth surfaces and no cooling
fins, preventing the accumulation of bacteria.
Improved efficiency, lower costs
The introduction of the AsepticDrives greatly
reduced the spare parts inventory, saving the
company both time and money. The permanent
magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) offer excellent energy efficiency, especially under partial load. Furthermore, the synchronous design
of the PMSM motor means that not only is it
superior at converting electrical energy into me-

chanical power, but it also offers the added benefit of maintaining constant speed independent
of the load. This means that motor speed does
not vary, despite overload variations, or cases of
voltage drop, as long as the mains frequency is
kept constant. Having installed the new gear
motors several years ago, the company reviewed their performance and found that, on the
whole, they had delivered beyond expectations.
The only exception was the hygienic coating,
which had suffered mechanical damage caused
by other equipment thus jeopardising the hygienic design of the units. This led to a discussion with engineers from Bauer who explained
that since the AsepticDrive units had been installed, Bauer had created a stainless-steel version of the HiflexDrive range. This offered considerably greater mechanical resilience as well
as hygienic design and the ability to withstand
a heavy washdown environment.
Versatility improves productivity
Bauer's HiflexDrive is offered in a modular format that allows the ideal combination of gearn ° 6 / 7 - J U N E / J U LY 2 0 1 8
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box, electric motor and external
finish to be selected for every application. Motors rated up to IE5, according to IEC TS 60034-30-2, offer
excellent energy efficiency and the
addition of variable speed drives allow the conveyor speeds to be set
exactly. Including a PMSM in the
drive arrangement offers several
key benefits. It reduces heat losses
from the rotor by 100%, total losses
by approximately 25% and increases total efficiency by 10% or more. These savings represent
a significant advantage, especially for stainless
steel versions, which dissipate heat less efficiently than aluminium or cast iron. The excellent flexibility of the HiflexDrive system makes
it ideal for a wide range of tasks in the food and
beverage industry. Choosing the stainless-steel
construction eliminates hygiene risks due to
mechanical impacts or long operation in areas
with intensive cleaning regimes. The design
provides the best possible ingress protection,
up to IP69K, which is a special designation for
washdown applications where high pressure
high temperature water is used. For Van der Lee
Seafish, this flexibility means that conveyors
can be moved from one process area to another
and still operate reliably and efficiently. The
implementation of the stainless steel HiflexDrive units will provide the level of mechanical
resilience that is required in this application and
ensure continued productivity.
55280 at www.ien.eu
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Pneumatic
Process Valves
Optimizing repeatability and efficiency in a craft brewing
industry through Bürkert’s automation
The craft brewing industry is a unique one in
which competitors in the industry help, share
with and promote each other, developing a tight
community-like network with shared knowledge and contacts readily available to all who
are interested in participating. Through this network Cam Fryer and Russ Bateman, founders
of Royal City Brewing Co., were introduced to
Bürkert and in turn their (then) area sales manager, Andrew Lamore. This is where the ideas
of what could be possible through automation
technology in the context of Royal City Brewing
really started to flow. Starting fresh and developing a five-year automation narrative based
around growth preparedness proved to be a
huge benefit. They were able to start with and
plan around a clean slate rather than looking to
repurpose cobbled together pre-owned equipment as is commonly the scenario in many
small brewing start-ups. This allowed for cleaner
and more seamless transitions between growth
phases as the brewery continued to develop and

evolve over those five years. Specific aspects of
the project that allowed for these smooth transitions included the bus architecture of a modular
and easily expandable AS-i backbone as well as
brew house and cold storage temperature control beyond just the initial scope of controlling
the temperature in the cellar vessels.
Implementation
With the open atmosphere that Royal City has
designed between their tap room and brewery,
patrons are able to walk around the brewery to
see the process up close and see exactly how
the drink in their glass was created. This sort of
transparency into the process really exposes the
brand and having a clean, high-tech fit and finish
in the brew house is an important characteristic
towards developing a positive brand image. The
Bürkert Element series of pneumatic process
valves provided a unique value proposition in
this instance. Not only are they fit-for-purpose to
deliver precise and reliable temperature control

The Bürkert Element series of pneumatic
process valves are fit-for-purpose to deliver
precise and reliable temperature control in a
glycol/brewery cellar environment
in a glycol/brewery cellar environment but they
also provided aesthetic consistency throughout
the brewery. The sanitary stainless-steel design
matched and blended in seamlessly from the
perspective of fit and finish with the brewery
vessels and equipment. Furthermore, the multicolour LED coding provided highly visible cues
during proper operation as well as any sort of
unexpected temperature conditions or process
upset. The round stainless design, void of any
flat edges, also delivered functional benefits externally, beyond just the aesthetics, of a valve
that's designed for wash down, effective cleaning and for longevity in damp environments
such as those commonly found in a brewery.
55314 at www.ien.eu

Mercury
55143 at www.ien.eu

Mobile, multi-protocol diagnostics for all environments
 User friendly
 Pre-installed software
 Portable device, multiple
connection methods
 Ready to use immediately






Can be connected remotely
Mobility
Diagnostics for all your Industrial
Ethernet and PROFIBUS networks
in your facility

Download your free brochure at
www.procentec.com/products/mercury
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Smart Camera Technology
The packaging machine experts from SN Maschinenbau have opted
for the high-performance camera technology from Leuze electronic
for verifying codes and expiration dates
Whether sauces, snacks or ready meals have
to be filled and packaged, high throughput
and quick format changes matter in the packaging systems and food industry - And to the
highest standards of quality and hygiene, too.
For this purpose, the sensors used have to be
able to do one thing above all: meet high demands for power, flexibility and hygiene all
at the same time. To do this, the packaging
machine experts from SN Maschinenbau have
rethought the entire concept of a bag-filling
system used at notable companies in the food
industry, tackled this subject innovatively and
have opted for the smart camera technology
from Leuze electronic for verifying codes and
expiration dates.
Three tasks, one visualization
When developing the new FMH 80 forming, filling and sealing machine, the designers from SN Maschinenbau came up with a
complete solution for various tasks using
one single camera system. They
scrutinized existing processes
and principles and sought new,
creative and flexible solutions.
The objective was to make the
monitoring of the expiration date
economical on the one hand, and
to identify reference codes on the
other. With the latter function
even being able to changeover
automatically when products are
changed. A third application using the same camera measures
the position of the print mark on
the packaging with the output of
an actuation variable [mm] to a
servo drive and adjusts the seal-

New forming, filling and sealing machine FMH
80 from SN Maschinenbau

ing stations of the vertical sealing seams in
the process.
As a result, the pressure fluctuations on the
packaging are automatically corrected.
The result is quite impressive: with the new
machine concept, an open, hygienic machine design with reduced component sizes
was realized, which excludes hidden points
and edges, thus enabling very simple cleaning. At the same time, increased customer

Visualization and checking of reference codes
"The first task was the verification of reference codes," explains Michael Fahr, a sales
specialist at Leuze electronic for many years.
The products and recipes programmed in to the machine are
changed directly via the control,
without any manual intervention
from staff. "In addition, quality
control to check the right contents are actually being filled in
the right packaging intended for
it must be provided every time,"
adds Fahr. To this end, visualization optics are required which
will read the reference codes and
match them at the same time.

Reference code check LSIS 462i
in the IP67 housing
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requirements in terms of hygiene and allergy
containment were able to be addressed. Every single element - from the safety concept
to the visualization - was placed on the test
bench and re-conceived.
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Print mark measurement in the new FMH 80
– with additional stainless steel housing and
visualization on an industrial tablet

Otherwise, customers could end up getting
a carbonara sauce in the package displaying
a picture of their favorite Bolognese! This is
no longer merely something that could cause
anger. Nowadays, with increasing levels of
serious allergic reactions, it could potentially
be fatal. The newly introduced visualization
system now with the LSIS 462i is a camerabased technology. This becomes an absolute
high-end solution in combination with the
employed KRTM20 contrast sensor, which can
save different contrast values of print marks
on the packaging, which can be accessed directly from the control. "Such a convenient,
and at the same time, economical solution
had been in my mind for a long time. But
up until now, I had not yet found a way to
make this a reality," says Thomas Berger. He
is clearly delighted with this high-end model.
In the past, either reference codes could be
detected, which were depicted in the form of
a bar code, or 2D-codes. "In order to be prepared for the future tasks of our customers, it
is important to have a solution for bar codes,
data matrix codes and QR codes simultaneously," points out Berger. For this problem,
too, Michael Fahr had the fitting solution
for him with the smart camera, because the
LSIS 462i is a multi-code-capable high-speed
reader which can detect different types of
reference codes. The check takes place while
the packaging is moving at a speed of up to
4 m/s. Due to the strict hygiene conditions
in the food industry, the LSIS 462i has been
integrated into the new bag packaging machine also in a stainless steel protective housing with a high IP degree of protection, which
does not compromise its detection capability
in any way.

new smart camera technology evaluates the
expiration date labels on every single bag
by means of several quality features – both
at a standstill and when moving at up to 4
m/s. A second LSIS 462i detects the quality of each and every code in the same way
and also performs a reference code comparison, so that the packaging actually contains
what it proclaims. "Last but not least, clear
legibility of the expiration dates is also down
to the homogeneous lighting integrated into
the LSIS 462i," adds Michael Fahr. Due to its
integrated, strong RGB LEDs, the new camerabased visualization optics are highly independent of ambient light and can be specifically
adapted to every conceivable packaging design. Its focus can also be changed automatically in motor-driven fashion. It requires no
mechanical intervention or even the opening
of the camera by a member of staff. Changes
to packaging characteristics can be conveniently stored in recipes and accessed with
the machine recipe by the user.

Checking expiration dates
Another challenge in this application is posed
by checking the legibility of the expiration
date labels. If expiration date codes were
printed in poor quality in the past, the data
was illegible due to misprints in the packaging system or the print was missing completely, such bags would only be able to be
detected in this high-speed application with
very expensive systems. By contrast, the

Impressive all round - A complete solution
Jan Kronenberg and Thomas Berger agree that
the complete solution impresses on every level: The stationary LSIS 462i from Leuze electronic employed in this application combines
expertise garnered over several decades from
the field of 1D-code reading with innovative
smart camera technology. It reads bar codes,
1D-codes and 2D-codes reliably, both printed
and directly marked. At the same time, it detects expiration dates. The measurement technology at the core of the smart camera can
have the results of measurements incorporated into the process or provide adjustment
assistance for format changeovers by quickly

FREE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
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finding the position of the print mark. The user
is shown the directions of the necessary adjustments. Three tasks are thus fulfilled with
just one camera model. Compared to OCR
reading, this represents an efficient and costeffective solution for high-speed applications.
Due to its memory function, the KRTM20 contrast sensor can also save up to 128 contrast
values at the same time. This means quick
product changeovers, thus higher throughput
is also possible in terms of print mark control. Owing to its integrated, homogeneous
and highly ambient-light-independent LEDs,
the LSIS 462i can be flexibly adjusted to the
most diverse packaging designs. The smart
camera can easily be integrated by means of
a reproducible mechanical mounting bracket
– designed by SN Maschinenbau. Reference
code specification and program changes are
provided directly from the control, without
any manual intervention necessary. Mechanical intervention, or even opening the camera,
is also not required when the focus has to be
adjusted. Even this takes place fully automatically. An integrated display makes possible
the diagnostics for the commissioning and
alignment during operation directly on the
device. The software, too, is directly contained
within the smart camera. Configuration is performed directly via webConfig, meaning no
separate configuration software is necessary.
This Web-based software tool independent of
the operating system simplifies commissioning enormously and saves on costs. Simple
quality assurance and identification are therefore ensured by high-performance camera
technology.
55277 at www.ien.eu
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technical article

Manufacturers Turn
to Air Cushion Vehicles
Jesse Farmer and Randy Manus, AeroGo, Inc., talk about a technology getting special
interest because of its ability to maneuver loads up to 800 tons in multi-directions by
controlling volumes of air
The repositioning of multi-ton equipment during production can be challenging and costly. Cranes with their
unidirectional moves limit relocation
options and are expensive to operate
and staff. Forklifts, which offer more
flexibility, are mostly unable to move
the heaviest of equipment.
There is a third option—one that
has been around for many years but
has been significantly enhanced in
recent years. It is the air cushion
vehicle (AV), a technology getting
special interest because of its ability to maneuver loads up to 800 tons
in multi-directions by controlling volumes of
air. Its multiple functions can be controlled
by one operator, making the machine and its
process more cost-efficient than the other
options, especially cranes.
It may be difficult to believe that a technology previously associated with air hockey
games has progressed to the point of becoming an industrial alternative. A closer look at
its development and technological capabilities reveals why. Consider the driving force
of the technology, which is programmable
logic controllers (PLCs) that require only one
operator to program lifting and maneuvering
commands. Other system components are
robust air casters (the bags capturing the air
for lifting and moving) and a precise tractiondrive system. The load is situated on a support skid then lifted by films of air created by
each air caster to effectively float the load to
facilitate movement. Shop air systems will
work with AVs, which eliminates the need
for investment in an alternative air system
or compressor.

There is no need to tie up one piece
of equipment per component.
Air Cushion Vehicles can move
multiple components on skids
throughout a factory

Comparing AVs with cranes
AVs are a growing alternative to cranes for load
moving for several reasons. Start with safety.
AVs keep the load low to the ground so there is
less likelihood of lift hazards than with cranes.
Another factor is the reduced risk of damaged
equipment as AVs virtually eliminate contact
with the load as opposed to cranes. Also, the risk
of worker mistakes during overhead crane operations is much greater than with AVs. According
to recent data from the U.S. Bureau of Statistics,
90 percent of crane accidents are caused by human error. A sole operator has no difficulty putting an AV in place under the load. In fact, AV
load moving operations have much less risk of
damage than their overhead counterparts.
Third, consider the expense. For example, a
significant segment of heavy industry relies
on costly overhead cranes that come with an
average price tag of approximately $2 million
for a 450-ton model. Other costs include service contracts of up to seven percent of operational expenditures depending on location
and, of course, manpower. All crane operators
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must be certified while AV operators
only require training. Contracts strictly
limit the types of crane operations and
usage, unlike the AV where perhaps its
greatest value is flexibility. Because AVs
are low-friction and low-profile, they
will not disrupt production during load
movement unlike crane operations that
occasionally require a halt to production until
completion of the specific operation.
Another benefit for manufacturers is an AV’s
ability to move and place equipment to facilitate batch production on an infinite basis.
The capability means that the AV can conduct
moves in practically every section or worksite
in the facility. Such versatility is attractive to
CFOs and risk managers who appreciative the
cost-efficiency and reduction of risk to property
and the workforce.
Process efficiency
In the end, it is the process efficiency that explains the growth in AV usage, particularly in
small and mid-sized manufacturing operations.
The overhead crane will continue to prove its
value particularly in heavy industry. Yet, crane
limitations can be costly, which is why today’s
shops, with their focus on flexibility, cost-efficiency and safety, are adopting the air cushion
vehicle as a valuable and profitable alternative.
55292 at www.ien.eu
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PTFE MEMBRANE FILTERS

FLOW MEASUREMENT DEVICE

For off-gas filtration systems

Uses Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) technology

Amazon Filters reports on the supply of
significant quantities of SupaPore TPB
PTFE membrane filters to a major
pharmaceutical company for off-gas
filtration of their large-scale fermenters. In
the preparation of vaccines and cultivation
of pathogenic microorganisms, the chance
of hazardous microorganisms escaping
from the fermenter into the environment
must be prevented. In situations like this,
sterilisation of the exhaust off-gas leaving
the fermenter is mandatory and is
commonly best achieved by absolute
(0.02µm) filtration. Faced with erratic
service from their existing supplier the
pharmaceutical customer sought an
alternative manufacturer that could supply them with an off-gas
filter with improved flow performance, decreased lead times and
support documentation tailored to their needs. After extensive
discussions and testing, they found that the solution to their
challenge was Amazon Filters SupaPore TPB gas sterilising
cartridge filter which exceeded all the criteria for safe and effective
off-gas filtration. A critical consideration in off-gas applications is
the differential pressure across the filter cartridges, as operating
pressure is limited.

Bürkert has developed a
flowmeter in which none of
the components are in direct
contact with the fluid and
which causes no restriction to
flow. Furthermore, the
internal surface of the tube
can be manufactured to the
same surface finish as the rest
of the pipeline, meaning that
in terms of hygiene, cleaning
and flow conditions, there is
no difference to any other piece of straight pipe within the process.
The FLOWave flow measurement device uses Surface Acoustic
Wave (SAW) technology that is based on the wave propagation
forms similar to seismic waves, which start from an initial point of
excitation and spread along the surface of a solid material.
FLOWave uses four interdigital transducers which are located on
the outside of the measuring tube and therefore have no direct
contact with the fluid. Each transducer acts both as a transmitter
and as a receiver. FLOWave solves many of the issues associated
with some high-end flowmeters, such as physical size, pressure
drop, the volume of fluid within the device and cleaning issues. It
is also unaffected by vibration in the plant, magnetic and electrical
effects as well as the conductivity of the liquid.

55287 at www.ien.eu

55289 at www.ien.eu

MICROFLUIDIC VALVES
Used in clinical diagnostic applications
Emerson provides sample
versions of ASCO
microfluidic valves, which
are available within two
days of request. The
samples will be hand
delivered by Emerson
experts who will work with
the designer to develop
and optimise the process.
ASCO micro-fluidic valves combine engineering expertise and
modern materials technology to meet the requirements of the
manufacturers of the most advanced clinical diagnostic machines.
Emerson also offers microfluidic valves used in clinical diagnostic
applications. These valves are designed to withstand some of the
industry's harshest chemicals. A key benefit of the ASCO
microfluidic isolation valves is their ultra-low dead volume, which
reduces the consumption of costly detective reagents. The use of
chemically-inert materials makes them suitable for a wide range of
applications. Another key feature of the microfluidic isolation valve
range is their extremely low power consumption. The advent of
Point of Care testing means that instrument power budgets are
critical to a project design team, something Emerson have
considered, as they offer some of the lowest power coils in the
industry.
55288 at www.ien.eu
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The Benefits of Fast and Easy
Access to Accumulator Services
Eric Zany, Channel Manager Western Europe at Parker Hannifin, explains how
to maintain production efficiency and control cost in a hydraulic system
Modern industry needs far more from its suppliers than straightforward product sales. Instead,
today’s technology providers must support
their customers with accessible and professional targeted services that, for example, aid
plant and equipment efficiency and reliability,
and minimise costly and disruptive downtime.
One area where this is relevant is with gasloaded hydraulic accumulators which store
energy or smooth out pulses or shock when
installed within hydraulic systems. A hydraulic
system with an accumulator can use a smaller
pump because the accumulator stores energy
from the pump during periods of low demand.
This energy is available for instantaneous use,
released upon demand at a rate many times
greater than what could be supplied by the
pump alone. Industrial applications may include bladder, piston or diaphragm accumulators, each offering advantages and limitations
depending on the specific application.
Regular maintenance
When properly applied in a hydraulic circuit,
accumulators can have a long and reliable

life. Regular maintenance is critical to maintain production efficiency and control cost. To
minimise the risk of downtime, engagement
with an accumulator service team that offers
fast and easy access will provide numerous
benefits. This can help combat and even eliminate several potential technical and performance issues which can affect accumulators
in service. Selecting the optimum supplier of
accumulator services is paramount, and there
are several factors to consider for those seeking comprehensive and innovative support.
Firstly, only consider suppliers with a dedicated
resource for accumulator services as this will
help guarantee the necessary expertise, experience and responsiveness. When a hydraulic
system begins to underperform or fail, it can
prove extremely disruptive to operations, so a
professional support team is vital.
Legislation
New directives, including the Pressure Equipment Directive 2014/68/EU, place requirements on manufacturers and those who
‘place equipment on the market’ and national regulations require most accumulators to
be independently checked and recertified on
a regular basis. However, despite the financial and legal risk, it is estimated that 80% of
accumulators in Europe are not fully compliant with legislation.
Parker Accumulator Service Centres
Parker Accumulator Service Centres have been
established with certified Parker distributors to
optimise customer systems by combining industry-leading products backed by quality service, to deliver stress-free accumulator management alongside maximised performance,
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efficiency and safety. With training and certification provided by Parker, Accumulator Service
Centres offer detailed product knowledge and
expertise. Customers can benefit from services
such as system improvement, as well as accumulator maintenance, recertification and precharging – complete with audits, scheduled
inspections and replacements.
Integrated solutions
With locations across Europe, Parker Service
Centres offer an integrated solution that combines products, services and technologies,
whether on an in-house, mobile or onsite
basis. With an in-house service solution, the
accumulator is sent to the Service Centre,
while for mobile solutions the Service Centre
travels, with equipment, to the customer facility using a vehicle. For onsite solutions, the
Service Centre establishes a fully equipped
container workshop on location. Aside from
preventing any loss of system performance
or failure, support from Parker Service Centres can help to protect employees from accidents. Moreover, compliance with legal
requirements is assured, while warranty validation and preventative maintenance reduces
downtime and increases productivity. Regarding the use of original spare parts, tangible
benefits include shorter inspection time and
the reduction of complexity in logistics and
documentation, both of which help to lower
costs and save time. Service centres can utilize the Parker Tracking System (PTS) which
helps schedule accumulator maintenance,
providing automated notifications on inspections and replacement parts.
55285 at www.ien.eu
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Switching
to Hydraulic Oil
Plastics manufacturer saves €17,000 per year by using
Mobil DTE™ 10 Excel 68 hydraulic oil; high performance
hydraulic fluid helps extend drain intervals and cut energy
consumption by 2.23% 1
ExxonMobil helped Kotronis Plastics make
an annual saving of more than €17,000 by
switching its Sumitomo Demag injection
moulding machines to Mobil DTE™ 10 Excel
68 hydraulic oil.
The move helped cut energy consumption,
safely extend oil drain intervals and reduce
cycle times.

Mobil, in partnership with its local distributor, Novitron, suggested switching its 40
Sumitomo Demag El-Exis SP 250 injection
moulding machines to Mobil DTE 10 Excel
68. Historical data for Sumitomo Demag machines using the high performance hydraulic
oil showed the possibility for both productivity and environmental gains.

Possibilities
Kotronis Plastics, a Greek manufacturer of
polypropylene pails and lidded containers
for the food industry, was keen to cut costs
and reduce its environmental impact. Exxon-

Results
Mobil DTE 10 Excel 68 was initially trialled
on a single machine. The results showed improved cycle times, a 2.23% cut in energy
consumption and an extended drain interval
of more than 20,000 operating hours. The total available cost saving, when extrapolated
across all 40 machines, was estimated at
€17,000 a year.
“Plastics processing is an energy-intensive
and highly competitive industry. The ability
to cut cycle times while also reducing energy consumption is therefore a highly valuable achievement,” said Mohamed Mourad,
ExxonMobil’s Industrial Marketing Advisor.
“Using high performance lubricants can play
a significant role in enhancing competiveness. As Kotronis Plastics discovered, a small
change can make a big difference.”

1

Based on test findings for a single customer (Sumitomo
Demag injection moulding machine). Actual results can
vary depending upon the type of equipment used and its
maintenance, operating conditions and environment, and
any prior lubricant used.

Energy Saving Guide for Injection
Moulding Companies’
To help plastics processors achieve their energy saving goals, ExxonMobil has produced
an ‘Energy Saving Guide for Injection Moulding Companies’, in partnership with Applied
Market Information (AMI), a leading research
consultancy for the global plastics industry.

When it comes to your
equipment, you demand
quality and value.

Hannay Reels delivers
every time with:
A full line of hose
and cable reels
Exclusive heavy-duty
design and construction
Safe, continuous electrical
power supply for tools
and machinery

Y
D
Made in
U.S.A.

E

Find your next reel
at the new hannay.com
or +1-518-797-3791
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2MHZ BOOST/SEPIC/INVERTER

STAINLESS STEEL COMPONENTS

Features 2A, 100V Power Switch & 9µA IQ

Allow an exceptionally robust service

Analog Devices announces the
Power by Linear™ LT8361, a
current mode, 2MHz
multitopology DC/DC converter
with an internal 2A, 100V
switch. It operates from an
input voltage range of 2.8V to
60V and is suitable for
applications with input sources ranging from a single-cell Li-Ion
battery to multicell battery stacks, automotive inputs, telecom
power supplies and industrial power rails. The LT8361 can be
configured as either a boost, SEPIC or an inverting converter. Its
switching frequency can be programmed between 300kHz and
2MHz, enabling designers to minimize external component sizes
and avoid critical frequency bands, such as AM radio.

Elesa offers stainless steel
industrial components with an
extensive selection of items
that parallels their steel and
reinforced polyamide products.
The Elesa stainless options
provide extra tough in service performance that one would expect
of premium stainless steel construction. Good examples of the
Elesa stainless steel approach include their MTC-S Latch Clamps
with safety stop which are particularly suitable for equipment and
applications with strong vibration stresses where it is required to
assure the holding of the clamp engagement against accidental
opening. The clamp opening is obtained by actuating the button to
disengage the safety device, thus it is possible to operate with the
control lever.
55298 at www.ien.eu

55297 at www.ien.eu

EXPLOSIVES TRACE DETECTOR

Oil Dielectric Tester

Featuring field-proven TrueTrace® technology

With a touchscreen digital interface

The Fido® X2 from FLIR Systems is a
handheld explosives trace detector
featuring field-proven
TrueTrace® technology enabling it to
detect a broad range of homemade,
commercial, and military explosives
with best-in-class sensitivity. Weighing
less than 700 grams it is a truly portable
device designed for use at security checkpoints during long periods
of high alert. Fido X2 provides the perfect tool for screening
vehicles and personal belongings for explosives residue that might
indicate contact with explosives. With full analysis provided in ten
seconds or less, security personnel can quickly and accurately
screen for threats to mass transit, sporting arenas, and critical
infrastructure with confidence.

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS launches of
the new OC60-DI Oil Dielectric Tester.
The OC60-DI Oil Dielectric Testers are
highly accurate, portable and modern.
The OC60-DI takes the classic robust
and rugged design and adds the new
user-friendly touchscreen digital
interface. This new smart unit contains
preprogrammed industry standard tests
such as the ASTM D1816, JIS C2101 and
IEC 60156 and many more to make a
complete and capable unit. The ability to use the internal battery
allows for the unit to be as useful in the field as it is in a laboratory.
The unit comes standard with USB interface for easy access to save,
record, and share test results.

55299 at www.ien.eu

55312 at www.ien.eu

450W AC/DC PSU SOLUTION

MONITORS AND PANEL PCS

Optimised for Medical Applications

For environments with high hygiene requirements

With a compact profile of
5x3x1.58"
(127.0x76.2x40.1mm), Ideal
Power introduces the
43MAH450US series, which
has been designed with the
medical industry in mind;
from diagnostic equipment, through to monitoring and home care
equipment and even surgical apparatus; the 43MAH450US is the
ideal solution to high powered medical applications. Offering
solutions ranging from 12 to 53V DC with universal input and
excellent efficiency ratings of between 91-94%, helped by an
ultra-low standby power of 0.5W, it really is a versatile solution.
Available with natural convection, conduction cooling and fan
options the series delivers up to 450 watts with forced air cooling.

Kontron extends the portfolio of
its proven FlatClient and
FlatView HMI (Human Machine
Interfaces) series. Kontron's
industrial monitors and Panel
PCs featuring high-performance
processors are now available as
stainless steel (STS) version for
use in environments with high
hygiene requirements, as CTR version specifically designed for
control rooms and as RCK version for rackmount. All new versions
are available immediately and can be optionally equipped with
PCAP touchscreens or protection glass. The new monitors and
Panel PCs are fanless and highly resistant to shocks and vibrations
to sustainably withstand even harsh industrial conditions.

55300 at www.ien.eu

55303 at www.ien.eu
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HIGH PERFORMANCE EPOXY SYSTEM

ENERGY-SAVING MOTORS

For bonding, sealing, coating, encapsulating

Enable significant savings in operating costs

Master Bond
EP62-1LPSPMed is an
ultra-low viscosity, two-part
epoxy that passes
biocompatibility testing. It
has a forgiving mix ratio of
100 to 25 by weight. Upon
mixing, the viscosity is
markedly low and the working life is impressively long, 12-24
hours at room temperature. There are many curing options for
EP62-1LPSPMed. The basic cure starts at room temperature
overnig ht, followed by 3 options involving heat. First is heating for
8-10 hours at 60-70°C. Other options include 60-90 minutes at
80-100°C or 30-60 minutes at 125°C. Post curing at 100-150°C for
3-4 hours will help optimize properties.

NORD DRIVESYSTEMS offers
intelligent drive technology,
energy-efficient solutions as
well as a comprehensive range
of service and maintenance
offers. The powerful,
energy-saving NORD motors
have high efficiencies and
therefore enable significant savings in operating costs. In
particular, IE4 synchronous motors meet the most stringent
efficiency regulations - including in the partial load and low speed
ranges, thanks to PMSM technology. NORD frequency inverters
also ensure energy-efficient operation. They are equipped with
energy-saving functions and can automatically adapt motor powers
to the actual requirements in case of fluctuating loads.

55304 at www.ien.eu

55305 at www.ien.eu

IN-PANEL TEMPERATURE CONTROLLERS

3D SURROUND VIEW SYSTEM

Speed installation with artificial intelligence

Designed for entry- and mid-range vehicles

Omron released its first In-panel
temperature controllers, the
E5ZN series, in 2001.These
were, followed by the EJ1N
series in 2006, which further
enhanced control performances
and space saving. The latest
addition to the NX-TC series is a new generation of smart devices
that are designed to achieve optimal and automatic temperature
control without human intervention. In fact, from now on all
adjustments ty pically made in the field by experts will be
automated using Artificial Intelligence. With standard temperature
controllers, it can take a long time to define initial start-up PID
settings. And it can be even more challenging to make optimal
adjustments without many years of experience in this area.

Renesas Electronics
Corporation and Magna, a
mobility technology
company, aim to accelerate
the mass adoption of
advanced driving assistance
system (ADAS) features with
a new cost-efficient 3D
surround view system designed for entry- and mid-range vehicles.
The 3D surround view system adopts Renesas' high-performance,
low-power system-on-chip (SoC) optimized for smart camera and
surround view systems. By enabling 3D surround view safety
capabilities, the new system helps automakers to deliver safer and
more advanced vehicles to a larger number of car consumers,
contributing to a safer vehicle society.

55306 at www.ien.eu

55307 at www.ien.eu

BUTTONS AND SWITCHES

OPC DEVELOPMENT TOOLKIT

For customer-specific versions

Security functions available for OPC UA data exchange

SCHURTER has been manufacturing
excellent buttons and switches for
decades. In addition to the standard
versions, however, there is an
increasing demand for
customer-specific versions. The most
cost-effective solution for installation
in a device is almost always the
round housing design. But depending
on the product designer's ideas, it might be something completely
different. Anything is possible. The same applies to the housing
and actuator materials. Stainless steel and aluminium are often
used. This feels particularly valuable. However, almost any material
with the necessary strength can be realized. Metallic surfaces can
be coated, dyed or refined in many different ways.

Softing Industrial adds a new
member to its suite of toolkits
for the development of OPC UA
servers and clients: The OPC
UA .NET Standard Development
Toolkit is now available using
the .NET standard stack of the
OPC Foundation. It provides
many security functions available for OPC UA data exchange. In
addition, cloud applications and services are supported as well. As
with other Softing Industrial OPC Development Toolkits, the new
toolkit includes extensive tutorials, examples, and test and
simulation tools built on more than 15 years of Softing experience.
Thus, customers achieve a significantly shorter time-to-market for
integrating an OPC UA interface into their product.
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30
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automatica

Orange for companies advertising in this issue

a

B

AeroGo

24

Altra Industrial Motion

Manner Sensortelemetrie

10

20

Master Bond

29

Amazon Filters

25

mbo Osswald

13

AMSYS

11

Micro-Epsilon Messtechnik

16

Analog Devices

28

MSR Electronics

11

Baumüller
Bogen Electronic
Bürkert

8

N

Novotek

18

11

O

Omega Engineering

32

OMRON

29

Optris

11

21, 25

C

CAEMAX Technologie

13

D

disynet

12

E

ELESA

28

P

Panasonic

9

Parker Hannifin Manufacturing 26

Emerson Automation Solutions 25

Pepperl + Fuchs

Endress + Hauser

Procentec

21

Renesas Electronics

29

17

ExxonMobil Fuels & Lubricants 27

F

M

R

9

Fandis

15

Ruland Manufacturing

15

FLIR Systems Trading

28

Schaeffler Technologies

6

G

Getriebebau NORD

29

H

Haefely Test

S

SCHURTER

29

28

Sensirion

12

Hannay Reels

27

Siemens

6, 7

HBM Hottinger
Baldwin Messtechnik

13

HMS Industrial Networks

6

I

Ideal Power

28

J

J.D. Neuhaus

9

JUMO

T

12

K

Kontron Embedded Computer 28

L

Labfacility

25

LEUZE electronic

22

U

Intersolar Europe
20-22
Munich
www.intersolar.de

ees Europe

20-22
Munich
www.ees-europe.com

Sensor+Test

26-28
Nuremberg
www.sensor-test.de

SEPTEMBER
Fachpack

25-27
Nuremberg
www.fachpack.de

WindEnergy

25-28
Hamburg
www.windenergyhamburg.com

OCTOBER
Motek

Sika - Dr. Siebert & Kühn

11

8-11
Stuttgart
www.motek-messe.de

Softing Industrial Automation

29

Fakuma

STS Sensor Technik Sirnach

12

Titan Enterprises

15

Tsubakimoto

15

TWK-ELEKTRONIK

13

U.I. LAPP

17

Weg Electric Motors

W
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19-22
Munich
www.automatica-munich.com

6

16-20
Friedrichshafen
www.fakuma-messe.de

Note: Dates and descriptions of
events have been obtained from official
industrial sources. The publisher,
therefore, cannot be held responsible for
errors, changes or cancellations.
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OCTOBER 4, 2018 @ BluePoint Brussels
Come and discover all the new Artificial Intelligence developments

MILITARY APPLICATIONS

TOURISM

FINANCE

TRANSPORTATION

ROBOTICS

AUTOMOTIVE

LOGISTICS

HEALTH

GAMING

RESEARCH

www.ai-convention.com
info@ai-convention.com
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Temperature

Pressure

Flow

Level

Data Acquisition

Speak with our experts today

sales@omega.co.uk
www.omega.co.uk
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